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Testing Summery 

Initial Testing:
	 The first tests of the Rocky Mountain 2-Way were not very impressive. This is not surprising because 

the crossover/filter network explained in the design proposal did not consider many variables such as cabinet 

speaker interaction. The frequency response graph(s) below show the initial tests.
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	 Using a DSP/Active Crossover System (Harman Pro Hi-Q Net) built into the Crown XTi 

amplifiers it was time to begin tweaking various parameters to flatten out the obvious problem in 

the 1.5-2.0kHz crossover region. The first step was delaying the drivers. The graph below shows 

what happened when the woofer was delayed 150us.

	 Since the above graph is even less desirable than the initial testing another route was 

necessary. Thus the next option was to delay the tweeter and surprisingly it worked well. The 

following graphs show a delayed tweeter 100us, 150us and 200us. It will be shown that 150us 

produced the flattest response in the crossover region (see next page).
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 The next step taken was working on the inside dampening materials. Prior to this point the 

cabinet was filled loosely with acoust-a-stuff. 2” fiberglass was the next addition to both the top 

and bottom of the cabinet. The decision was not necessarily a scientific choice but rather a 

listening preference choice. By adding the bottom only it felt as if the lower mid’s were reduced, 

which in turn cleaned up the vocal range. Then adding the top panel it was apparent that the 

speakers sounded more “Clean”. However taking out the acoust-a-stuff took away “that sound” 

from the bass guitar. Thus the solution was to use both acoust-a-stuff and fiber glass and the 

following was the measurement of the frequency response with the added inside material.

	 The graph above started to show that the speaker system was going in the right direction. 

However there is 2 bumps in frequency on both the high and low end of the hearing range. The 

next step in the process was to filter out these descrepencies in the frequency response. Two filters 

were used a -4.5dB Q=1 at 180hz and -3db 10K Q=1 that resulted in the following frequency 

response.
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	 To continue on the filter route the goal from this point was to eliminate the wide u shaped 

dip around 1kHz. Bringing that U up 2-3dB would help to level out the response to be roughly 

(+-1dB). A Hi-Shelf filter was added to the woofer at 550HZ for 4db. That fixed the U dip mostly 

however added a few problematic frequencies (see graph below). Two more notch filters were used 

at 370Hz Q=2 -4db and at 600Hz -3db with a q=8 (see graph below).
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Conclusion:	

 This graph above shows a +-1.5 db variation from 70Hz-20KHz, which meets the goals laid 

out in the design proposal. The last few pages of this testing report will include graphs/pictures 

showing the speakers in their final/current state. No more filters or material was added to the 

cabinets. The speakers are now very clean and musical. For more information about the “Rocky 

Mountain 2-Way” loudspeaker system visit www.kennystahlrock.com/speaker-design 
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